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My‘ present invention relates in general 
to the treatment of' material, preferablyin 
sheet form, and more particularly the treat 
ment of material for the purpose of forming 
or attaining composite structures, of which 
Well known forms of abrasives such as what 

‘ is commonly known as sandpaper is an ex 
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ample.‘ The present application is in part a 
continuation of my copending applications, 
Serial Nos. 541,248 and 541,249, ?led March. 
-1, 1922, 670,543, ?led October 24, 1923, and 
v683,522, ?led December 29, 1923. - Although I hereinafter disclose the prac 
tice‘ of my invention in connection with abra-. 
sives such as sandpaper, it will beunderstood 
‘that my invention, or certain features thereof, 
have a wider ?eld‘of utility. ” , ~ 

- Composite structures of the abrasive type, 
such as sandpaper or emery cloth, comprise 
generally (a) a base of sheet material,‘ which 
may be felted as in the case. of paper or woven 
as in the case of cloth, (6), a more or less 

' v?nely comminuted resistant' material having 

45 

abrading properties, such as garnet or com 
dum, and (c) a binder generally in the ‘form 
of a glue which serves to bind the abrasive 
to the base‘. ' ' , ' . 

The abrasive, products‘ as produced at 
present have as incidents certain features 

7 among which are a?inity for moisture render 
ing them substantially inutile in the presence 

> of water‘or moisture, and cracking, with 
consequent exposure of the base, ‘whenbent. 
‘The princip'alobjects of my present inven 

tion are the provision of a binder which func-_ 
tions more e?iciently than any‘known to me; 
the provision of an abrasive~ article having a 
binder characterized ;-_by ?exibility without 
cracking or other undesirable effects ; the pro 
vision, of such anv article ' having a binder 
charaicterized by extensibility and compressi 
bilitgiégto accommodate itself to ?exion of the 

- base; the provision of such an article having 
a binder by means of which‘th'e desired adhe 
sive action between it and the base is attained 

not only e?iciently but also with a desirable I 
degree of acceleration, andv more particularly 
the provision of such an article having a 
binder in which the drying action will be 
effective from the contact surface between it 
and the base outwardly; the provision of 
such an article having a binder in which the 
drying action will be. e?‘ective ‘from the outer 
surface inwardly; the provision therein of 
a binder "characterized by a drying action 
that permits of handling'the product with a 
\minimum of delay and more particularly 
such handlin 

therein ‘of a binder characterized by an accel 
erated drying ‘action; the provision therein 
of abinder characterized by a limitation of‘ 
its drying action; the provision of an im 
proved moisture-proof material and espe 
ciall material in' a sheet form, andniore 
particularly one having means forcausing- a‘ 
moisture-proo?ng agent to penetrate into 
the mater1a15the provision of a moisture- 
proof composite abrasive structure; the pro 
vision of a binder having moisture-proo?ng 
functions,-and the provision general y of an 
improved composite abrasive structure and 
ofa method of producing the same, together‘ 
with such other objectsv and additional bene 
?ts and advantages as may hereinafter ap 
pear or be ‘pointed out. 

' -. 'In the employment of my present- inven-\ 
tionfor theproduction of ‘sandpaper and the 
like- suitable for em loyment in a water 
abradin operation, which I cite for ur 

poses 0 example), I use as the base as of material (which may be paper) as will 

conveniently serve the employment centenn 
' plated, and as the abrasive such comminuted 
material (which may be crushed garnet), 
similarly adapted to serve the function ir 
view. ' - ' ~ 
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without impairment of the ; 
supe'r?cies o the material; the provision 
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As will lpresently appear,'the fabric base, 
1 paper, clot or the like may be waterproofed Y 
on one or both sides, or may be of a water 
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proof material, or a paper or cloth treated to 
resist disintegration when employed in a 
water abrading operation. It is also pointed 
out that the abrasive device may be produced 
in a number of steps, such, for instance, 
broadly, by incorporating the grit in an ad 
hesive material to form a composition which, 
when applied to a sheet of fabric, non 
hygroscopic or otherwise, maintains the 
bonding effect in substantially full measure 
throughout the effective abrading life of the 
article even under sustained application of 
moisture and friction, such as when used in 
a water abrading operation. This incor 
poration of the grit in the adhesive material 
makes possible the production, in a simple 
way, of (a) finer grades of abrasive paper; 
(1)) omits, for this purpose, one, step in the 
manufacture, (c) in some cases permits emis 
sion of the auxiliary grit bonding coat and 
affords an even better article than if the 
auxiliary coat were used because each parti 
cle of grit is embedded and locked into the 
coating instead of being merely set into the 
binder, (d) in some such cases permits of 
omission of the step of application of pres 
sure for forcing the grit into the adhesive; 
and (e) withal presents, particularly in the 
finer grades, a better article in certain re 
spects than when an auxiliary coat is used 
because thegarticle is thinner and, therefore, 
more ?exible. ' 

In somewhat heavier grades of sandpaper 
or the like'the incorporation of the grit in 
the adhesive prior to application to the paper 
reduces the cost of manufacture by elimi 
nating at least one step in the manufacture, 
and possibly in some instances two steps, 
both of which require time and a careful 
handling of the product. 
The process employed maybe adapted to 

the manufacture of various other analogous 
articles, and the materials employed may 
vary, but I ?nd it to be desirable that the 
binder utilized have the functions and char 
acteristics not only of great mechanical 
strength and of great binding strength, but 
also that it be non-hygroscopic, permeative, 
'moisture resistant. easily worked, readily ob 
tainable, inexpensive and facilely applied. 

I have discovered that gums .of such types 
as rosin are peculiarly adapted for the at 
tainment of these ends, and ordinary tur 
pentine ‘resin is preferred by me as best at 
taining the desired end, viewed from certain 
aspects. Other gums and resins, natural or 
synthetic, having the desired characteristics 
may also be utilized. - ' 
In preparing the binder for use, the gum 

is used in connection with a suitable vehicle 
which I;Q;-p're_fer is of a type such as linseed 
oil, China d. oil, otherwise known as tung 
oil, Peril-l 'il/or ?sh oil, or even a semi 
drying oil such spya-bean oil, for reasons 
which I will pr ' e'eagp explain. 
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In applying a gum prepared with a vehicle 
such as China wood oil to one surface of a 
base of paper, for example I have found 
that the action of the vehicle involves a pen 
etration of the base by theiveh'icle, for ex 
ample,‘China wood oil or any similar drying 
.oil or semi-drying oil. 

This results in a moisture-proo?ng of the 
material even against the absorption of mois— 
ture through the surface opposite to that to 
which the binder is applied, without at the 
same time defacing or otherwise undesirably 
affecting such opposite surface. 
The penetration by the vehicle. particu 

larly when coupled with the use of the char 
actcr of gum pointed out above, carries with 
it in such penetration a certain amount of 
finely divided gum so that a coating and 
binding action is secured between the fibres 
of elemental portions of the base which thus 
substantially retards, if it does not entirely 
prevent, disintegration of the material of 
the base by moisture, in additionto prevent 
ing access of moisture through the base to 
the plane of contact between the base and the 
main mass of the binder material. 
The e?icient action of the binder may be en 

hanced in the manufacture of sandpaper if 
the binder is applied to the base by the use of 
pressure, or the application of heat as the 
binder containing the more or less finely di 
vided abrasive is thus applied in such a man 
ner as to cause it to adhere most strongly to 
the base. 
As will appear hereinafter, the applica 

tions of heat and pressure maybe made simul 
taneously or separately, and may be made aft 
er one or ‘each of the steps of the process. 
In order to accelerate the adhesion between 

the binder and the base, I have discovered it 
desirable to use with the binder a modifying 
agent, the action of which is to cause a desic 
catlon of the binder initiated at the contact 
surface of the binder with the base and effec 
tive outwardly. 

, In my experience I have discovered that 
there are' a number of materials having a 
metallic base which are useful for my present 
purposes, that manganic oxides are peculiar 
ly useful, and that borate of manganese best 
combinates siccative energy with the desir 
able susceptibihty to ?ne grinding. 
Due to the relatively slow drying of bind 

ers generally, difficulties are encountered in 
handling the structure. within a convenient 
period because of the soft and sticky charac 
ter particularly of the exposed surfaces of 
the binder. This objection I mitigate by'as 
sociating with the improved binder a sub 
stance, the action of which is to produce an 
accelerated drying action effective primarily 
at the exposed surface and working inward 
ly, and for this purpose I incorporate in the 
binder a modifying element'peculiarly effec 
tive in its action as'an' oxidizing agent on 
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such vehicles aslinseed, China wood or tung 
011, and as a retarding agent with reference 
{)0 the excess absorption of the vehicle by the 
use. " 

The substance I vhave discovered to'be p'ar- . 
ticularly adapted for this purpose is‘ that 
well known to thetrade obtainable in the 
open market and formed by a new electrolytic 
process white lead, andwhich, in,my expe 
rience, is found to be more satisfactory than 
any other known form of carbonate of lead. 
Whereas by itself the whitelead adds but 

relatively little strength to the binder, in as 
1 s'ociation in the binder with the- borate of 
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manganese it intensi?es the action of the 
binder in holdingthe abrasive ?rmly against 
the base. . , _ . 

For intensifying the binding action of the 
binder and for intensifying the drying action 
of the dryers, and at the same time accom 
plishing such ends by the employment of a 
material which is e?icacious in' holding the 
mineralrelements in suspension withoutloss 
of siccative energy or reducing therelative . 
?uidity of the material,‘ I have discovered 
that it is advantageous toemnloy as part of 

i the binder, a paste dryer. This may- com 

30 

prise such mineral substancesas sugar of lead 
and ‘borate of manganese ‘suspended in a 
resinous" vehicle, butI ?nd it preferable to 
form the paste dryer so as to have the 
minerals contained therein in the form of 

- sub-acetate or basic acetate of lead and resin 

35 
ate of__manganese. I have found by expe 
rience that the past dryer should besome 
what‘in the nature of cheesybutter, rather 
softer, and of a light brownish, grey color. 
As an‘ auxiliary in (1) accentuating the 

‘adhesion of the binder to the paper, (2) 
40 
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facilitating to a certain extent the spreading 
of the binder, and (3) modifying as desired 
the‘consistency of the binder as is useful in' 
cases where it is desired to render it more 
?uid, I have discovered that the use of a 
japan dryer is desirable. Such a' dryer as 
that which is free from rosin is convenient. 
One form-0f this contains shellac. red lead, 
litharge,'manganese oxid, burnt umber, gum, 
linseed oil and turpentineq. a. 
In order to give the hinder the desired body 

volumetrically considered, I‘ preferably em 
ploy a varnish consisting largely of China 
wood oil, linseed oil, Perilla oil; orv ?sh oil, 
boiled until it approaches a. solid state. As 
far as feasible this should be as free,as p0s~ 
sible from .glycerides and fatty acids. v 
Though I have hereinabove disclosed cer 

tain‘forms of useful-dryers having various 
characteristics, and likewise intensi?ers, I 
have discovered- that where itis advisable 
that the siccative actionthereof belimited, 
or atleast retarded,- under certain conditions, 
or when producing material for certain pur 

_ poses, that it is desirable'to incorporate in 

the binder a non-drying oil such as castor oil 
or thelike, for such purposes. ' 
Sandpaper made in accordance with the 

disclosure of my present invention is char 
acterized by great flexibility without any ad 
verse'eifects, such as cracking of- the hinder 
or base, or loosening of one from the other. 
The materials used byme as hereinabove 

describedmay be varied in character so as to 
vary the characteristics of the binder from 
the standpoint of adhesiveness, non-hygro 
scopy, and ?exibility. Where such variation 
in the use of materials is employed toxproj 
duce, for instance, ‘increased adhesion be— 
tween the binder and the" abrasive, such in 
crease ’may be attained though possibly at a 
certain expense in its characteristic of ?exi 
bility. ‘ \ > ’ 

‘ In my preferred practice with Chinawood 
oil and rosin, the adhesive applied is of ap 
proximately the following proportions by 
weightqand percentages: ' 

Chinawood oil (tung oil)_____ ‘106 lbs. 53% 
Hardened rosin ____________ .... 24 lbs. 12% 
Linseed .oil‘_____' ___________ -_ 20 lbs. 10% 
Dryéri ___________________ __ “2 lbs. 1% 
Thinner __________ __'______ say 48 lbs. 24% 

. One of the virtues of a waterproof binder 
of the present composition ishthat it not only 
penetrates the supporting base, renderingit 
waterproof, but also is of great utility as con-. 
trasted with‘ organic glue (prepared from 
gelatinous matter) inasmuch as it may be 
used with oiled or waxed paper which has 
been waterproofed by‘ treatment with so 
called non-drying oil, such as castor‘oil, semi 
drying oil, such as soyav-bean oil, or even dry 
ing oil, such as linseed oil, or Chinawood 
oil, or ?sh oil, waxy compounds, such as 
paraffin, beeswax, carnauba _wax etc., 7 to 
which a glue bond will not adhere, but to 
which my improved binder.readily adheres 
by virtue-of its powers of permeation of_the 
base and of commingling with such oiling, 
greasing or waxing agents. In practice I 
not only ?nd it at times convenient to heat 
the binder to facilitate its application to the 
back, but also to increase its powers of pene 
tration of the base, though in some cases it 
may be used cold. - - 
After the adhesive and abrasive materials 

are applied, the paper is suitably'forced dried 
(or partially “baked” as it is said), to the de 
sired extentgby subjecting it in the usual man 
ner to a temperature which I prefer to control 
between 130° F. and 150° F., depending upon 
the degree of hardness desired, an average of 
say 140° F. being in my opinion the optimum, 
a suitable degree of humidity being main 

. tained in the drying chamber 'to prevent the 
paper from becoming too crisp or brittle. 
The binder of my present invention is note~ 

worthy in that it not only penetrates the 
paper'etc. of'the'backing or base, but‘ per/1e.‘ .. 
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trates, mixes with, or combines with various 
oils, greases and waxes that are commonly 
used aswater-proo?ng agents for fabric, and 
this without weakening, breakingr down, or 
other deleterious ‘mechanical or chemical 
effects. 
In cases where the surface of the fabric is 

not suitable for the application of a smooth 
coating of the binder, I have found it con 
venient to apply a ?ller to the base to facili 
late such application. This may consist of 
an ' one of the known ?llers having a clayey, 
SillCOIl, or like base, or the ?ller may, in the 
process, be provided by treating the surface 

. of the fabric with a material analogous to the 
binder of my invention for preventing dis 
integration of the fabric when used in a water 
abrading operation. One form of binder is 
shown in my Patents Nos. 1,365,027 and 
1,365,028, issued December 8, 1925. 
In the present invention and the process 

of making the same, Where I employ a sizing 
coat, that is. an auxiliary or additional coat 
or one or a plurality of ?nishing coats, I ?nd 
that. a thinned composition similar to that 
disclosed herein as forming the binder itself, 
is satisfactory. As an exam le of the sizing 
coat, which also may be emp oyed as a mois 
ture-proof backing, I submit the following 
formula by weight: 

(A) 
Treated rosin or resin _____________ __ 2700 
Chinawood oil ___________________ __ 13962 

-; Mineral dryers ___________________ __ . 79 

Thinners _____________ __'_ ________ __ 12611 

29352 

An alternative formula for the same pur 
pose may include the following ingredients 
by weight: 

(3) 
Treated rosin or resin"; ____ __' ____ __ 2700 
Chinawood oil ________ _-_ __________ __ 8100 

Mineral dryers ____________________ __ 83 
Thinners _________________________ __ 8850 

Linseed oil ________________________ __ 2125 

Any one of the formulae above set forth may 
be employed, depending upon the results de 
sired or the conditions under which the sizing 
coat is to be applied. The sizing coat,depend 
ing upon the result desired, may be applied 
under "arious conditions of the binding coat 
or abrasive carrying layer and at various 
t:_mes,-for instance. I have applied the sizing 
coat herein designated “A” shortly after the 
abrasive and binder composition coating has 
been applied, or as late as a Week or two‘weeks 
thereafter. ‘ It will be understood that, 
whether the sizing coat is applied shortly 
after the abrasive and hinder or after the 
elapse of a considerable time interval and 
upon whether the sizing coat contains suit 
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able solvents for the binder, depends the de 
gree of penetration, if any, of the material 
of the sizing coat into the binder carrying 
the abrasive. For example, if the sizing coat 
is applied substantially immediately after a 
preliminary setting of the abrasive carrying 
binder has taken place, there will result a 
penetration of the abrasive carrying binder 
y the sizing coat, or a homogenizing of the 

binder coat and the sizing coat, but regard 
less of the length of time of set of the binder, 
when the sizing coat is applied it adheres 
very tenaciously to the binder. 

Alternately, if a considerable time inter 
val is permitted to elapse between the pre 
liminary setting of the binder and the appli 
cation of the sizing coat, and su?icient suit 
able solvents are included in the sizing coat 
composition a partial solving of the binder 
will result, and thus bring about homogeniza 
tion to a degree of the material of the binder 
and the sizing coat. 

lVhile the primary binding and grit car 
rying coat has properties regulating the de 
gree of its penetration of the base, yet in 
some grades of paper, the degree of pene 
tration is such as to endanger the adequacy 
of the grit bond and may, in some instances, 
starve the bond. The auxiliary coat when 
applied to the back of the sheet serves to en 
gage the sheet so as to limit penetration of the 
base by the grit bond or to lock the grit on 
the front of the sheet, and in either instance, 
_the auxiliary coat compensates for the pene 
tration of the sheet by the grit carrying bond. 
In practice I incorporate the grit in an 

adhesive coating of a character to maintain 
the bonding effect in substantially full meas 
ure throughout the effective abradin life of 
the article when used in a water-a rading 
operation, this incorporated binder and grit 
composition I then apply to one side of- a 
sheet of material which may be a ?exible 

' fabric normally subject to ?uid penetration. 
About an hour after the adhesive coat with 
the incorporated abrasive material is ap 
plied, the sheet enters the drying room and 
remains there for approximately forty-eight 
hours, preferably in a temperature varying 
from 100 to 150 degrees -F., partially cooling 
during the night when the heat su ply is 
reduced or shut o?’. The paper or clot abra 
sive sheet is then removed from the drying 
room and if it is convenient to apply the size 
ing coat, this is done so immediately. If not 
convenient to size at that time, the abrasive 
sheets are left on the rolls until it is so con 
venient to apply the sizing coat. The time 
which the abrasive sheet is left on the roll is, 
generally speaking, immaterial, though I 
may apply the sizing coat at a particular 
_phase of the hardening of the abrasive car 
rying binder in order to enhance adhesive 
ness. Consequently, the sizing coat may be 
applied at a convenient time, which may be 
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as long as a week or two after the adhesive 
and abrasive have been applied, or at other 
times, de ending on circumstances. ' ' 
When t e sizing is to be applied, the sheet 

is unrolled from the rack on which it is sup 
ported, and a moisture-proo?ng layer is ap-' 
plied to the back of the sheet, if desired, as 
or example, if that side or the entire body of 

the paper has‘ not previously been water 
proofed. ' This backing layer may be of the 
same composition as that of the sizin layer 
applied to the abrasive. The sizing or the 
abrasive side is then carried'out or may be 
done substantially simultaneously with the 
application of the backing sizing. Oryif de 
sired, the back sizing or auxiliary coat may 
'be applied substantially simultaneously with 
the application of the initial incorporated 
grit'bonding coat. Aftereach one of the 
coats or after all of the initial coat and the 

,_ sizing or sizings have been applied the sheet 
is preferably again subjected to heat, if de-. 
sired, as is found expedient for some pur 
poses and under some conditions. ', 

Satisfactory results are obtained during 
the forty-eight hours drying or setting by ap 
plying about 100 to '150 degrees F. for 10 
hours of each of the two days, so that a total 
of approximately twenty hours of heat is ap 
plied, where arti?cial heating is desired. 
The degree of penetration of the grit bear 

a ing adhesive by the sizing coat or‘whether 
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there is any actual penetration, may not al# 
.ways be a vital factor in the production of a 
satisfactory _ moisture-proof abrasive sheet, 
because, as' I have pointed out‘ above, the siz 
ing adheres quite tenaciously to the grit bear 

and consequent homogenization o the binder 
with the sizing coat gives amore intimate 
joint, a purely surface junction between the 
binder and the sizing coat is all that is essen 
tial to the production of a satisfactory arti 
cle, for some purposes, if the sizing coat is 
employed. ‘ ~ - ‘ 

With further reference tothe Il'unction ob 
-'tained between-the adhesive an the sizing 
coat, I might explain that as the sizing coat 
is warm when applied to the grit bearing ad 
hesive coating, there'is produced a softening 
of the binder, which mayv result in penetraé 
tion, defpending upon the factors pointed out. 
The ollowing general alternative methods 

may be employed in producing the article of 
the present invention: ' " .' 

A quantity of adhesive material of the na 
ture hereinbefore described is suitably mixed 
with a desirable pro ortion of grit, and after 
the grit is proper y, incorporated in the 
binder or adhesive, by agitation or otherwise, 
this is applied in a plastic or. ?uid state to 
the surface of a backin which may be .a 
?exible sheet normally su ject to permeation 
by ?uid. A ?nished article having relatively 
great flexibility and thinness and a ?ne grade 

of grit not obtainable by'any other method 
known to me, yet possessing a high degree of 
tenacity and resistance to deterioration when 
used in a water abrading operation, can thus 
be made; . ' ' 

An alternative method- similar to that 
above‘ described involves the employment of 
arti?cial heat for such 1a period as willprop 
erly ?nish the product in such a manner as to 
insure desired setting or tempering of the 
product. . ~ 7 > . j 

A further alternative method involves, in 
the method described, the employment of a 
sheet of fabric which has (a) one or both of 
its surfaces treated, such as by auxiliary coat 
ings to‘resist-disintegration when used in a 
water abrading operation; (b) a sheet, the 
entire body of which has been waterproofed 
or is waterproof; (a) the employment of such 
a sheet havl ng any of the abovecharacteris 
tics and the employment, if desired, of arti 
?cilnl heat for setting or tempering the ar 
tic e. ' x ' ~ . . 

The auxiliary coatings may, for instance, 
be applied as follows as a process: (a A 
waterproo?ng pretreatment of the bac of 
sheet, and simultaneous or subsequent appli 
cation of the it bearing adhesive; (6) ap 
plication of t ‘e-- grit bearing adhesive and 
subsequent application of the auxiliary bond 
ing and waterproo?ng coat thereu on, and 
simultaneously or subsequently app ying an 
auxiliary coat (third coat) to the back'of 
the sheet. After onevor each ofthe steps - _ 

100 above, depending upon the grade of abrasive 
device desired, the necessity to hasten drying, 

eat. 
7 The 7 following- formulae by weight com- ' 
prise additional materials which I ?nd suit 
able for my urposes, andresult each in the 
production 0 a highly moisture- roof, ?exi 
ble and tenacious grit bearing inde'r and 
sizing coat for abrasive devices; '~ 

‘ U-binder 

Treated rosin or resin ________ _.'. ____ .. 2700 
Linseed oil ~ 1044 
Chinawood oil _.‘._'_.....a_____. ______ -_ 7584 
Mineral dryers ____________________ .._ 185 
Thinners ' 2040 

d-sizing usually employed with G-Mnder ' 
Treated rosin or resin _____ _'_ ______ -_‘ 27.00 ‘ 
Linseed oil ______________ ..L__ _____ __ 1044 

Chinawood oil__-__‘_-_ _________ __'-_____ '7584 
Mineral dryers ________ -l ____ ....___,__ 135 
Thinnersv ' ‘ ' 

nated C-sizing .is similar in all respects to 
‘the composition ‘of the C-binder with the 
exception that an increased proportion of 
thinner is employed. 

j The following formulae by weight am also 

, _ _ _ _ etc., the article may be subjected to arti?cial > 
‘ing adheslve‘coatmg, and while enetration h v ' 

222‘55 7 
It will be observed that ‘the formula desig 
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been tried, but I have obtained markedly less 
satisfactory results with their use, and not 
only do not consider them practicable but 
quite inferior: 

D-binder 

Venetian red or white lead", ______ __ 900 
Dissolved rubber _____ _-_ ___________ __ 900 

Venice turpentine _________________ __ 900 
Treated rosin or resin: 

Proportions{ glégliil?l'ggg }.__>____ 2700 
Linseed oil ________________________ __ 4716 

Mineral dryers _________________ _‘____ 90 

D-sizz'ng coat usually employed with 
D-binder 

Venetian red or white lead __________ __ 900 
Dissolved rubber __________________ __ 900 

Venice turpentine _________ _‘_ ______ __ 900 

Treaged rosin or resin: ' ’ 
hellac. 900 ' 

Copal__1800} """"""""" “ 2700 
Thinners __________________ _;. _____ __. 2000 

Lniseed oil ______________________ __ 4716 

Mineral dryers ____________________ __ 90 

An alternative form of binder similar to 
that designated D-binder is as follows: 

E-binder 
Venetian red or white lead _________ __ 1350 
Venice turpentine ________________ __I__ 900 
Treated resin (copal) ______________ __ 2700 
Linseed oil ______________________ __~_ 6407 
Mineral dryers ____________________ __ 135 

E-sz'm'ng usually employed with E-bz'nder 
Venetian red or white lead _________ __ 1350 
Venice turpentine _________________ __ 900 
Copal ' 2700 
Thinners 2000 
Linseed oil ___________ -7. __________ __ 6407 

135 

It will be observed here, as in the case of 
the C and D binders, that the sizing coat is 
of substantially the same materials as that 
of the binder or abrasive carrying coating, 
with the exception that thinners are added, 
or if already present, increased su?iciently 
to permit the top sizing coat to ?ow readily 
between and interlock the grains of abrasive 
which may project due to starving of the joint 

Mineral dryers _____ __' _____________ __ 

'and also amalgamate with the binder or ad 
hesive coat. > ‘ 

Within my experience, all formulae con 
taining both rubber and an oil are open to 
grave objections, in that these two substances 
are artipathetic, and under the action of the 
oil, any abrasivevcontainin rubber known 
to me tends to premature disintegration. 

I have also employed as a sizing coat both 
natural and so-called imitation or synthetic 
shellac cut in alcohol, and, alternatively 
melted or ‘otherwise made ?uid with oil and 
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gum compositions, 0r so-called treated cellu 
lose (cellulose, nitrate, cullulose acetate, cel 
lulose contagenate), or synthetic resins such 
as condensation products of which the so 
called bakelite is a type. 
The binding adhesive coats, both grit-bear 

ing and auxiliary or secondary coats, may 
be composed of the synthetic resins, .pheno - 
formaldehyde condensation products, such as 
bakelite or treated cellulose (nitrated cot 
ton), the latter having many advantages 
when employed in the grit incorporating 
process herein disclosed. 
Having thus described my invention and il 

lustrated its use, what I claim as new and de 
sire to secure by Letters Patent is: 

1. The process of manufacturing a stable 
waterproof abrasive article in the nature of 
sandpaper or the like, which includes incor 
porating a grit of comminuted abrasive par 
ticles in a Waterproof adhesive material, ap 
plying such incorporated grit and adhesive 
material to and permitting same to penetrate 
the sheet for maintaining the bonding e?ect 
throughout the e?'ective abrading life of the 
article when used in a water abrading opera 
tion, and compensating for such penetration 
of the sheet by simultaneously applying an 
other coat to the back of the article as an auxl 
iliary waterproo?ng and bonding agent. 

2. The- process of making a stable water 
proof abrasive article in the nature of sand 
paper or the like, which includes employing 
a sheet of fabric which has been treated to 
prevent disintegration in a water abrading 
operation, incorporating a grit of commi 
nuted abrasive particles in a waterproof ad 
hesive material, applying such incorporated 
grit and adhesive material to said sheet for 
connection thereto to maintain the bonding 
e?ect throughout the eiiective abrading life 
vof the abrasive article when employed in a 
water abrading operation, and'subjecting the 
article to heat after one of said steps. 

3. The process of making a stable water 
proof abrasive article in the nature of sand 
paper or the like, which includes employing a 
sheet of fabric which-has been treated to pre 
vent disintegration in a water abrading op 
eration, incorporating a grit of comminuted 
abrasive particles in a Waterproof adhesive 
material, applying such incorporated grit and 
adhesive material to said sheet for connection 
thereto to maintain the bondin effect 
throughout the effective abrading 1i e of the 
abrasive article when employed in a water 
abrading operation, and subjecting the ar 
ticle to heat after each of said steps. 

4;. The process of manufacturing a stable 
waterproof abrasive article in the nature of 
sandpaper or the like, which includes incor 
porating a grit of comminuted abrasive par 
ticles in a waterproof adhesive material, ap 
plying such incorporated grit and adhesive 
material to a sheet for connection thereto to 
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maintain the bonding e?’ect throughout'the 
effective abrasive life of the article when. 
‘employed in a water abrading operation, and 
applying heat to the article. > a 

5. The process of makinga stable water 
proof abrasive article in the nature of sand 
paper or the'like, which includes incorporat 
ing a grit of comminuted abrasive particles 
in a ‘waterproof stable-adhesive material, ap 
plying such grit and adhesive material to the 

. front surface of-a- sheet, allowing the adhe 
sive to penetrate the sheet-to maintain the 
bonding e?'ect throughout the effective 

_ abrading life of the article when used in a 
water abrading operation, and compensating 
for such penetration of the sheet by the ad 
hesive by applying an auxiliary waterproof 
ing and bonding coat to the back ‘surface of 
the article, and applying heat to the article 
after one of said steps. 

6. The process of making a stable water 
proof abrasive article in the nature of sand 
paper or the like, which includes incorporat 
ing a grit of comminuted abrasive particles 
in a waterproof stable adhesive material, app,~ 
plying such grit and adhesive material to a 
sheet, allowing the adhesive material to pene» 
trate the sheet to maintain the bonding e?'ect 
throughout the effective abrading life of the 
article when used in a water abrading opera 
tion, and compensating for such penetration 
of the sheet ' the adhesive by applying an 
other coat upon the incorporated grit and ad 
hesive as an auxiliary bonding‘ and Water 
proo?ng agent, and applying heat to the ar 
ticleafter each of said steps. , 

7. The process of making a stable water 
proof abrasive article in the nature of sand 
paper or the like, which includes incorporat 
ing a grit of comminuted abrasive partlcles 
in a waterproof stable adhesive material, ap 
plying such' grit and adhesive material to a 
sheet, allowing the adhesive material to pene 
trate the sheet to maintain the bonding effect 
throughout the effective abrading life of the 
article when used in a water abrading opera 
tion, compensating for such penetration of 
the sheet by the adhesive by applying another 
coat upon the incorporated grit and adhesive 
as an auxiliary bonding and waterproo?ng 
agent, and applying a third coat'to the back of 
the sheet, and applying heat to the article 
after one of said steps. 

8. The process of manufacturing a stable ~ 
waterproof abrasive article in the nature of 
sandpaper or the like, which includes incor 
porating a grit of comminuted abrasive par 
tlcles in a waterproof adhesive material, ap- . 
plying such incorporated grit and adhesive 
material to and permitting same to penetrate 
the sheet for maintaining the ‘bonding e?'ect 
throughout the. effective abrading life of the 
article when used in a water abrading opera 
tion, and compensating for such penetration 
of the sheet by simultaneously applying an 

other coat to the back of the article as an aux 
iliary waterproo?ng and bonding agent, and 
applying heat to the article after each of each 
steps. 

9. The new article of manufacture in the 
nature of a stable waterproof sandpaper 
which‘includes a suitable backing, a layer of 
a ?exible adhesive material applied to said 
backing and having incorporated therein be 
forehand and encompassed thereby a grit or 
layer of abrasive material, the adhesive being 
of a nature to penetrate the backing to an ex 
tent short of leaving said grit entirely ex 
posed, and said adhesive being of a nature to 
maintain the bonding e?'ect throughout the 
effective abrading life of the abrasive article 
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when employed in a water abrading opera 
tlon. . . 

10.. The new article of manufacture in the 
nature of a stable waterproof sandpaper 
which includes a suitable backing, a layer of 
a ?exible adhesive material applied to said 
backing and having incorporated therein be 
forehand and encompassed thereby a grit or . 
layer pf abrasive material, theadhesivelbeing 
of a nature to penetrate the backing to an ex 
tent short of leaving said grit entirely ex 
posed, and said adhesive being of a nature to 
maintain the bonding effect throughout the 
effective abrading life of the abrasive article 
when employed in a water abrading opera 
tion, an auxiliary bonding coat applied over 
the coat containing the abrasive for compené 
satin for such penetration of the backing 
there y. ' 

11. The process of manufacturing a stable 
waterproof abrasive article in the nature of 
sandpaper or the like, which includes the em 
ployment of a ?exible sheet, incorporating a ' 
grit of comminuted abrasive particles in a 
waterproof ?exible adhesive material, apply 
ing such incorporated grit and adhesive ma 
terial simultaneously to and permitting the 
adhesive to penetrate the sheet for maintain 
ing the bonding e?’ect throughout the effec 
tive abrading life of the article when used in a 
water abrading operation, and compensating 
for such penetration of the sheet by applying 
another ?exible coat as, an auxiliary bonding 
and waterproo?ng agent. ' ‘ 

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto 
signed my name. . 

' FRANCIS G. OKIE. 
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